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PRESIDENT MCDANIEL WILL SIGNS CONCEALED CARRY RESOLUTION
President McDaniel decides to sign concealed carry resolution, puts forth other legislative priorities

SAN MARCOS, TEXAS- Student Body President Nathan McDaniel decided this morning to sign S.R.F. 2012-2013/5 “A Resolution in Support of Concealed Carry on Campus” but will not present the resolution to the legislature or Board of Regents due to the distractions this kind of resolution often brings to the table.

President McDaniel instead has laid out his legislative goals for the session, focused on three main goals; Hazelwood funding, state revenue bonds for an Engineering Building and Round Rock Higher Education improvements and blocking the Governor’s proposed 4 year tuition freeze.

President McDaniel and his administration will forward the resolution to the proper channels and fulfill any press inquiries or information requests made. There are no plans to present this legislation to the Board of Regents or state legislature, which would have final authority on any such policy change.